We consider chiral symmetry breaking through nontrivial vacuum structure with an explicit construct for the vacuum with quark antiquark condensates in QCD with Coulomb gauge for different phenomenological potentials. The dimensional parameter for the condensate function gets related to (~) of Shifman, Vainshtein and Zakharov. We then relate the condensate function to the wave function of pion as a Goldstone mode. This simultaneously yields the pion also as a quark antiquark bound state as a localised zero mode of vacuum. We then calculate different pionic properties using the wave function as obtained from the vacuum structure.
I Introduction
Vacuum structure in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is nonperturbative and highly nontrivial with quark and gluon condensates in the nonperturbative regime [1] . Since QCD at low energy is not so far solvable, spectroscopic properties of hadrons are conventionally dealt with through effective potentials [2] [3] [4] [5] . Also, another attempt was made by Nambu and Jona-Lasinio (NJL) with chiral symmetry breaking [6] quite sometime back with pion as the Goldstone mode [7 10]. It is clear that, the Goldstone pion is also a quark antiquark bound state. Hence through Goldstone theorem pion state along with its wave function as a quark antiquark pair should get derived from the vacuum structure. It is surprising that this particular aspect is absent in the extensive literature on chiral symmetry breaking leading to Goldstone pions.
In the present paper we shall link both to obtain the pion wave function determined from the vacuum structure with symmetry breaking. For this purpose, we consider phase transition as a vacuum realignment with an explicit ansatz, and use the techniques developed earlier [11] to define the gap equation and Goldstone mode for different potentials. The gap equation is similar to what is usually derived through Schwinger Dyson equation for example as in [8] . As advertised, the other extra result here is that the pion state as a space localised quark antiquark zero mode of destabilised vacuum also gets determined. We also discuss the effects of approximate symmetry breaking where the gap equation changes giving rise to a change in the pion wave function. The present dynamical mechanism may also be relevant in the context of top condensate phenomenology [12, 13] .
We organise the paper as follows. In Sect. II, we recapitulate [8] the vacuum realignment with quark antiquark pairs as a unitary transformation which includes an explicit construct for the destabilised vacuum [11] and write the gap equation for any arbitrary potential. In Sect. III, we then identify the pion as Goldstone mode and relate its wave function with functions associated with the vacuum structure [14] . We also note the familiar results of current algebra with the present picture of vacuum realignment. In Sect. IV we determine the vacuum structure for specific phenomenologica! potentials and consider explicitly exact or approximate chiral symmetry breaking along with the corresponding pion wave function as a quark antiquark pair. In Sect. V, we discuss the results.
II Vacuum with quark condensates
We start with the effective Coulomb gauge QCD Hamiltonian [7, 8] 
which has chiral invariance. In the above i, j stand for color indices and a, fl stand for the spinor indices and viJ, kl ( ~,,7~tx-y) is the potential. For effective QCD based vector potential we may take ,/i j, kt t _ y) = 6~t~ 67 ~ V(Ix -Y I),
vcLI3, 76 ~,X 2 ij kl where 2" are the Gellman matrices. In the above we also have to take the counter terms ~c given as
to cancel the divergences [8].
The field operators O(x) may be expanded as 
Here f(k) is a trial function associated as above with quark anti-quark condensates. We shall minimise the energy density of [ vac') to analyse the possibility of phase transition [11] from Ivac) to [vac'). For this purpose we first note that with the above transformation the operators which annihilate I vac') are given as bt(k) = Uc,(k) U -1,
which with an explicit calculation yields the Bogoliubov transformation 
where T and V are the expectation values corresponding to the kinetic and the potential terms in (1). With a straightforward evaluation we then obtain that
where N = N~ x Ny is the total number of quarks. Similarly the potential term is given as
where V(k) is the Fourier transform of the potential V(r)
given as 17(k)=~ V(r)e ~k'~ dk,
and A+ are A + (k) = 89 (1 _+ yo sin2 f(k) +_ ~" k cos2f(k)).
The energy density of the nonperturbative vacuum ]vac'} with respect to the perturbative vacuum is then given as A g = (vac' I J g + Ygc(X) I vac' ) (f)
where 12xNf.
T1 -(T~ j dk Ikl sin2f(k),
I%ot-2Ns ~dkl dk2 IT(]kl-k2)) (2re) 6
x [sin 2f(kx)sin 2f(k2)
and 8N~ Vself = (2~)6 I dkx dk2 IT(]k1 -k2])(kl" k2)sin2f(kl).
In the above, Vse,f is divergent for pure Coulomb potential which is cancelled [8] by the counter term contribution (Z-1) • T1. For pure confining potential there is no divergence in V~e,f and the counter term is zero [8] . The gap equation can be obtained by minimising energy functional of (14), and is given as
x [cos 2f(k)sin 2f(k')-k. k' cos 2f(k') sin 2f(k)]. (18) We note that the above gap equation is the same as has been obtained in [8] with the identification tan f (k)=tp(k).
III Goldstone mode and pion wave function
From the gap equation we obtain two solutions for the field operators corresponding to sin2f(k)=O or sin 2f(k)=~ 0 along with the corresponding ground state as ]vac) or I vac') respectively. When chiral symmetry remains good,
where Q~ is the chiral charge operator given as a Q~ =~ ~b(x)+ 2 75 ~b(x)dx"
For symmetry broken case however Q~ [ vac') r 0
corresponding to the pion state. To show this we first note that [Qg, H ] = 0 (23) irrespective of whether Q~ and H are written in terms of field operators corresponding to sin 2f=0 or sin 2f~0 since the anticommutation relation between the operators
